
Comments on 

Boundary Commission Proposals  

for new Parliamentary Constituencies 2018 

from Bootle Parish Council  

 

We believe that the Bootle Ward would better placed in the Whitehaven and Workington Coastal 

Constituency.  

Since the Ward only has 1014 electors this would not breach the rules of overall constituency size 

making Whitehaven 78253 electors and Barrow 74264. 

The current district council (Copeland) is based in Whitehaven and the employment opportunities 

are focussed northwards for many of the constituents. We recognise that in fact the largest 

employment is local agriculture and there are other centres in Millom, Barrow in Furness and 

Ulverston. Development of Employment opportunities is likely to be north focussed with Nugen and 

other County Plans. Transport links are marginally better to the North, rail journey times to 

Whitehaven from Bootle are around 35 minutes, to Barrow around 40mins, Road (private car) is 

similar and there are no buses from Bootle. From Ravenglass in the north of the ward there a 

definite north skew, rail being about 28 min north and 47min south and even more distorted for 

road links. There are no commercial bus services, a charity bus can be booked. It most regularly 

travels north to Shopping or Hospital visits.  

For NHS provision, GP surgery in Bootle is a satellite of Seascale, the local hospital is West 

Cumberland Hospital in Whitehaven and most of the sevice links are to Carlisle not Barrow.   

For major shopping locations, Barrow maybe considered preferable to Whitehaven but Workington 

preferable to Barrow. Local shopping is provided in the village at Bootle and from the north of the 

Ward Whitehaven or Seascale / Gosforth would be preferred.  

 

An anomaly is present with the current boundary at the south of the Ward as the community of 

Annaside is built on both sides of the river, while the only road access to it is from Bootle village.  

As part of the boundary relocation, we believe this anomaly should be removed by bringing the 

whole community into the Bootle ward making it co terminus with the Bootle Parish Council 

Boundary. This would add no more than a dozen electors to the Bootle Ward. 
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